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绍 Respected Professors,Good afternoon! Im great honored to meet

you here.Now allow me to give a brief self-introduction. Im ×××

，26 years old , born in ×× city ,HeNan Province.In year 1996,I

entered ××× University, majoring in Machincal Designing and

Producing. During those 4 yearsstudy,I worked hard and I was

always active in various activities. I gained the first scholarship for

four times and I joined the Communist Party at the college. After my

graduation in June 2000,I worked in ×××× company. I got a

position in the Technology Department the first year and I was

involved in several internet projects, such as the one for College

student Recruitment in Henan Province andthe one for Computer

Center in Mathmatics Department in Zhengzhou University.

Owning to my hard work ,I was rewarded the Best Newcomer Prize

in the year 2000. The next year, I was transferred into the Principal

Customer Department, responsible for the Developing and

strengthening a good relationship between the principal customers

and my company. Two major customers, Henan Provincipal

Department of Transportation and Henan Provincial Department of

Personnel, are under my work. However,with time going on ,the

more I experienced, the clearer I realized that Im really interested in

the Enterprise Management .I find many enterprises have the

problem of an unmatched management to its developing speed . Im



eager to learn more about management and I hope I can study

further in this University. So I resigned in August , 2003 and started

the way to pursuing my studies. After about half years hard work, Im

finally standing before you honorable professors now. Im really

excited. Though Ive sacrificed much on my way to pusuing studies, I

believe its worthwhile. I believe working hard will finally be prepaied.
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